HST Imaging of Giant Ionized Clouds Around Fading AGN
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We present HST images in [O III], Hα, and adjacent con]nuum bands, for 7 AGN
surrounding by photoionized clouds extending 10‐35 kpc from the nuclei, whose
energy budgets suggest substan]al fading over ]mescales 30,000‐100,000 years.
These targets were found as a result of the eﬀorts of nearly 200 Galaxy Zoo volunteers
in both targeted and serendipitous searches, aimed at ﬁnding objects similar to
Hanny's Voorwerp near IC 2497. The images reveal a fascina]ng variety of emission‐
line structures. Sub‐kpc loops near the nuclei are frequent. A larger 5‐kpc ring of
emission appears near one AGN, not obviously connected to the gas near the nucleus.
In NGC 5972, two systems of gas and dust appear, in a paLern sugges]ng that they
result from a merger; there is a gap in line emission around the nucleus which would
ﬁt with a rapid cutoﬀ in ionizing luminosity. Some of these clouds have their emission
concentrated in very narrow ﬁlaments kiloparsecs in length, which might suggest a
role for extensive magne]c ﬁelds. As in Hanny's Voorwerp, we see liLle spa]al
correla]on between ioniza]on parameter and Hα surface brightness, indica]ng that
there is substan]al density structure on yet‐unresolved scales. The two AGN with
large double radio sources show extended line emission perpendicular to the radio
axis, viola]ng a common paLern, as if the AGN axis had recently and rapidly
precessed by ~900. This, plus the common signs of recent interac]on in the hosts,
informs our specula]ons on what might drive a rapid switch in the mode of energy
output from accre]on into the black holes in these objects, from radia]ve to kine]c,
including the possibility that a special epoch near the merger of a binary black hole
might be involved. This work has been supported by NASA through STSCI grant
GO‐12525.01.
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Perhaps the most spectacular discovery of the Galaxy Zoo
ci]zen‐science project has been Hanny’s Voorwerp (lep), a 40‐
kpc cloud ionized by an AGN in the galaxy IC 2497 which must
have faded by >100x over ~105 years (LintoL et al. 2009,
Schawinski et al. 2010, Keel et al. 2012b). The nucleus shows a
500‐pc expanding loop of low‐ioniza]on gas, perhaps
sugges]ng that the shutdown of radia]ve output from a
quasar‐level AGN was accompanied by a transi]on to a
kine]cally‐dominated mode. A narrow region of star forma]on
within the cloud aligns with a small‐scale radio jet, further
evidence for ouolows from the AGN. Lack of correla]on
between ioniza]on parameter and Ha surface brightness
indicates that the cloud has substan]al density structure
below the HST resolu]on limit.
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Mo]vated by the discovery of Hanny’s Voorwerp, Galaxy Zoo
volunteers searched for similar AGN‐ionized clouds using their colors
in SDSS composite images (Keel et al. 2012a). Followup spectroscopy
revealed 19 addi]onal AGN with ionized gas >10 kpc from the AGN.
Of these, 8 show a shoroall in energy budget which suggests strong
fading of the AGN over 104‐105 years. We present HST imaging of
these, where the energy budget shows a shoroall in ionizing
luminosity of 5x or greater. Our data include narrowband ACS or
WFC3 images in redshiped [O III] and Hα, along with medium‐band
WFC3 con]nuum images.
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Axis mismatch: for the two large
double radio sources in this sample,
the extended emission‐line gas is
almost perpendicular to the large‐
scale radio axis. This is shown here
by superimposing the HST [O III]
structures on VLA NVSS images
(Condon et al. 1998).

Major results:
Most objects show ioniza&on cones – and
large ones at that. Hα is open strong
outside these, as in some NLRs – what
ionizes it? Line ra]os indicate some central
holes in ionizing output.
Some objects show narrow ﬁlaments many
kpc long – a role for magne]c conﬁnement?

Extra credit: trail shows HST in
front of k Lupi during Hα
exposure (UA campus
observatory)
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Low‐ioniza&on nuclear loops are common ‐
perhaps from AGN winds (as in IC 2497/
Hanny’s Voorwerp), likewise sugges]ng that
reduc]on in radia]on may accompany
increase in kine]c output.
Most hosts are interac]ng or disturbed. The
two targets with large double radio sources
violate the usual alignment, having
perpendicular emission‐line and radio
axes. We speculate that a merger of binary
SMBHs could twist the AGN axis rapidly and
change the mode of accre]on energy
output.
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